
Dear Friends of the Academy 
 

My journey of ballet classes began in 2002 at age 7. I was immediately captivated 
and have enthusiastically pursued dancing since. Alongside this in 2003, our family 
life was measurably impacted when my dad was diagnosed with an acute illness 
resulting in loss of employment, reduced capacity to work full time and consequential 
decline in affordability to provide for many expenses needed to raise three children. 
At age 12 I began contributing to the cost of dance lessons by assisting to teach. 
Following this, extraordinary, consistent, commitment and demonstrating personal 
excellence and promise led to scholarships, awards and support from renowned 
ballet teachers who offered subsidised coaching. 

 
Acceptance into the Diploma stream of Dance studies at WAAPA meant relocating to 
ECU Student Village from the small rural town of Margaret River where my family 
still reside. .My personal current income from relief teaching and Centrelink 
Independent Youth Allowance does not cover the full costs for a female ballet dancer 
in the final year of study. Specifically, pointe shoes represent a sizeable cost [up to 
$3,500.00 per annum]. Equally important is being able to fund the opportunity of 
completing a secondment with a dance company; providing vital introduction, 
learning and performance experience as well as observing the process of new works 
being created. Travel and accommodation costs for secondment are considerable. 
My parent's current annual income will be less than $25,000.00 therefore family 
support is not possible. 

 
My foremost goal this year is to be successfully prepared for auditioning and being 
offered a contract in a ballet company with my longer term aspirations include 
continuing a career in dance as an admired teacher and if opportunity presents, a 
creator of exciting new works. 
 
Thank you for your financial support with my secondment in May with The Australian 
Ballet. This is an opportunity I highly value as a part of my final year of studies at 
WAAPA. 
 

Kind regards 
 
A 


